ACADEMIC EXTERIOR REPAIRS
UPDATE

• The steel erection for the outside stair towers is completed for B, F, H, J, K and M buildings. The aluminum and glass enclosure work for the stair towers along College Walk will commence shortly. Completion dates for the stair enclosures for B, F, H, J, K and M buildings are projected for late July 2004.

• The aluminum framing for Connector #1 (the connector between C and D-Wings) is 95% complete. The glass installation will begin in March. New stair risers have been installed. The final completion date for connector is scheduled for mid-April 2004.

• The steel erection of Connector #2 (the connector between E and G-Wings) is complete. The existing roof has been removed and new concrete flooring has been poured. A new aluminum curtain wall framing is to begin shortly with a projected completion date for Connector #2 the end of June 2004. New ductwork is currently being installed, interior walls are being framed, and the new roof will be installed shortly.

• New light fixtures have been installed at J/K Courtyard and East End Plaza.

• New glass replacement has occurred in various buildings on campus.

• The patching of the deteriorating exterior panels is ongoing at various buildings on campus.

• During March 15 - 19, the outside metal stair on the bridge connector between D & E-Wings will be removed in preparation for the May 7, 2004 removal and replacement of this connector bridge. The bridge ceiling and the ceiling at the J/K Bridge will be removed to make way for new construction.

• The roadway between College Walk and Parking Lot #7 will be topped with a finished asphalt coating.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT THE TEMPORARY WOOD STAIRWAYS LOCATED AT BUILDING B, F, J, H AND M-WINGS ARE TO BE USED AS EMERGENCY EXITS ONLY WHILE THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW STAIRS IS BEING COMPLETED.
March 15, 2004